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Strangford  Castle. The three-storey tower house from the south (quayside area).
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Strangford Castle. ABOVE: Floor plan after Jope, 1966. BELOW: Box machicolation over the
off-centre  ground-floor entrance, north elevation.
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Strangford Castle, County Down
The plans of this structure contained within the
Archaeological Survey of County Down were
drawn prior to the interior walls of the building
being ‘cleaned of numerous coats of lime-
wash’; a second set of plans were produced
following this work and these were published
by Waterman in the Ulster Archaeological
Journal.
Strangford is unusual both as a tower house of
County Down and to the tower-house genre
more generally. It is remarkable in the fact that
it was originally a dual-entry tower house. The
two entrances at Strangford have been wrong-
ly explained as being the result of two phases
of building. This argument, put forward by
Waterman, proposed that the tower was origi-
nally entered only at first-floor level, with the
double-splayed loop on the ground floor and
some of the fabric of the first floor belonging
to this phase. Subsequently, in the late 16th

century the first-floor door was apparently
blocked and a new one was constructed at
ground-floor level with a machicolation
above. Presumably, the gun ports at ground-
floor level are also attributed to this phase. The
new identification of Strangford as a dual-en-
try tower house, follows an investigation of the
stonework, which shows no evidence of these
‘alterations’ and the tower presents itself as
being of one build (leaving aside post-medie-
val work and repair works by EHS, now
NIEA). Indeed, Waterman even commented
that there were no visible differences in the
fabric of the building and his argument seems
to be based on the notion that two doorways
into a tower house must represent two differ-
ent phases. Recent work by Samuel and Sher-
lock, however, has identified dual-entry
towers as a type in counties Clare, Cork, Gal-
way, Kerry, Limerick and Waterford, though
this will be the first to be identified in County
Down. There is a possibility that the first-floor
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Strangford Castle. Modern reworked ground
floor entrance on the north side.

Strangford Castle. Window seat on the first
floor. Window embrasure probably widened.
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doorway led to an external latrine, since there
are no latrines in this tower, however the strong
drawbar (which would then be on the outside
of the latrine door) and the location of the door
(just to the right of lower, ground-floor door-
way) would suggest that this was not the case,
since latrine chute exits in Irish tower houses
are seldom placed beside the entrance doorway.

There are no stone stairs within the building. In
terms of how this tower would function on a
day-to-day basis, this means that the ground
floor may have been quite separate from the
rest of the structure, since there may not have
been any direct communication between it and
the upper levels. Indeed this is unlikely as it
would negate the need for a second external
doorway on the first floor. The ground floor
has numerous gun ports and a double-splayed
loop which is focused on the approach to the
tower from the quay. This gives it an overtly
defensive or military role, though part of it may
also have been used as a warehouse at the same
time. The first floor contains a large fireplace

and a brick-lined oven that is presumed to be a
later feature, but may well be a re-lined origi-
nal oven. These cookery features, together
with the fact that this chamber has direct ac-
cess to the outside, support the idea of there
being an external building where meals were
served. This would not have been attached to
the north wall face as the presence of a ma-
chicolation at roof level would not be neces-
sary if there was an attached building on this
side. The dining chamber, if one existed,
would have been an entirely separate building.
However, this arrangement, with kitchen in-
side the tower and dining elsewhere, is very
peculiar.

Access to the second floor must have been via
wooden steps from the first floor and this will
have used up space in both chambers, as it
does in the modern reconstruction. The second
floor appears to have been unheated and is
featureless, save for some fine windows (re-
stored). It would work as a bed chamber or
rather cold day chamber, perhaps for an offic-

Strangford Castle. The light that now forms
part of the (blocked) doorway on the first floor.

Strangford. The exterior corner of the north &
west façades concealing the blocked door.
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Strangford Castle. From the north-west. Stonework patch where the large first floor fireplace was
broken through clearly visible. Typical roof-line stringcourse/corbel table articulates the crenella-
tions and rainwater outlets. Box machicolation protecting the ground-floor entry to the left.
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er. The attic above gives access to the wall-
walk and can be viewed as a living and sleep-
ing chamber for a garrison at this level. Func-
tionally therefore Strangford was quite a
different structure to other tower houses, in that
evidence of domesticity is distinctly lacking. It
works best when viewed as a service tower or
garrison tower, rather than being a lordly resi-
dence. A lordly residence would require further
buildings probably of larger size and better
quality than the tower in order to function
effectively.

Gillian Eadie
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